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Use fanciful in a sentence | fanciful sentence examples
Fanciful definition: If you describe an idea as fanciful, you
disapprove of it because you think it comes. fanciful ideas
about Martian life. Designing silicon.
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Fanciful definition: If you describe an idea as fanciful, you
disapprove of it because you think it comes. fanciful ideas
about Martian life. Designing silicon.
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A Fanciful Life. 98 likes. Photography. Paper Arts.
Calligraphy. Fabric Arts. Flea Market Finds. Vintage Style.
Pretty Things. And Miss Gracie, too.

Fanciful definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
Never in over 50 years of working life have I seen the UK
facing such an abject future, caused by the complete failure
of our political.

Here we may pause to note that all unimaginative folk love the
fanciful, the horrible, and the uncanny, which for them add a
relish to life, just as people without.

Actually, right now, I genuinely don't want to change anything
about my life. I used to dream about making a career as a
musician -- I still play guitar and sing, but.

Mesmerizing aquatic backgrounds complete the decorative sea
life tableaus. Bibliographical Note Fanciful Sea Life Coloring
Book is a new work, first.
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The practical portions, on the The Fanciful Life, are
evidently the result of his The Fanciful Life professional
experience, and are written with much sagacity, and in a far
clearer style than the more pedantic chapters, in which he
gives the somewhat fanciful theories of the Greeks. He
demonstrated the rotation of the satellites of Jupiter round
the planet, and gave rough predictions of their
configurations, proved the rotation of the sun on its axis,
established the general truth of the Copernican system as
compared with that of Ptolemy, and fairly routed the fanciful
dogmas of the philosophers. Translate your text for free.
Theirloftygiltdomesandfancifulnetworkorarabesquetraceryarepartlyi
Nearby words of 'fanciful'. World Show more World links.
AsageneralruletheannalistswroteTheFancifulLifeaspiritofuncritical
doctrine of signatures, the supposed connexion of every part
of the little world of man with a corresponding part of the
great world of nature, was a fanciful and false exaggeration

of The Fanciful Life doctrine, but the idea carried in its
train that of specifics.
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